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Stimulus-response (S-R) compatibility is the extent to which a person's perception of the world is compatible with the required action. S-R compatibility has been described as the naturalness of the connection between a stimulus and its response as a left-oriented stimulus that requires a response from the left side of the
body. A high level of S-R compatibility is usually associated with a shorter reaction time, while a low level of S-R compatibility tends to lead to a longer reaction time, a phenomenon known as the Simon effect. The term stimulus-response compatibility was first coined by Arnold Small in a presentation in 1951. [1]
Determinants of reaction time Optical position S-R compatibility can be seen in the variation of time required to respond to a visual stimulus, given the similarity of the event that prompts the action, and the action itself. For example, a visual stimulus to the left of a person's field of vision is more compatible with a left hand
response than with a right hand response. [1] Evidence In 1953, Paul Fitts and C. M. Seeger ran the first experiment, definitively demonstrating that some answers are more compatible with certain stimuli, during which subjects were instructed alternatively to press buttons on their left and right in response to lights that
could appear in either the left or right corners of their field of view. The study found that individuals took longer when the stimulus and response were incompatible. This was not in itself evidence of a relationship between S-R compatibility and reaction time; an alternative hypothesis argued that the delay was simply the
result of sensory information taking longer to reach neural processing centers when the hemispheres intersect. This alternative hypothesis was accepted by a follow-up test in which Fitts and Seeger had issues crossing their hands so that the left hand would press the right button and vice versa; the difference between
the reaction times of individuals to standard and crossed-arms tests was statistically insignificant, even though the neural signal traveled a longer distance. [2] Improvements and improvements The reverse scenario was tested in a 1954 experiment by Richard L. Denninger and Paul Fitts, in which it was shown that
subjects responded more quickly when the stimulus and response were compatible. [3] Solid evidence that S-R compatibility affected the response design phase was not found until 1995, when Bernhard Hommel demonstrated that modifying stimuli in ways unrelated to S-R compatibility, such as the size of objects on the
computer screen, increased reaction time. [4] Acoustic position This phenomenon also applies to acoustic stimuli. For example, listening to a tone in one ear prepares this side of the body to respond, and the reaction time will be longer if required to perform an action on the opposite side of the body to the side where the
tone was heard, or vice versa. [5] Evidence In 2000, T. E. Roswarski and Robert Proctor conducted a variation of the original Fitts and Seeger experiment that included acoustic tones in each ear instead of lights. The experiment showed that reaction time for acoustic signals is also affected by S-R compatibility. [5] Motion
Another determinant of S-R compatibility is the destination of a moving stimulus. For example, an object that moves to the right is more compatible with a right response than an object that moves to the left hand, even if the object is closer to the left hand when the stimulus is perceived. [6] Evidence An experiment by
Claire Michaels in 1988 showed the role of movement in determining S-R compatibility. In this experiment, the subjects were presented with a computer screen with their hands extended, and a square on the screen will appear in some random position and move to either the right or left hand. The selection reaction time



was faster when the subjects answered with the same hand the square was moving towards. This experiment showed that the reaction time was influenced more by the destination of the square than by its current position relative to the hand, showing that the reaction time was even shorter when the square started in the
middle of the screen than when it was close to the destination hand. [7] Affordability Also important for S-R compatibility is the kind of incentives; known objects tend to invite specific answers. As an example, if an object is considered more easily (or more typically) manipulable with one hand than the other, any response
that requires the use of the other hand will tend to have a long reaction time. [8] Evidence In 1998, Mike Tucker and Rob Ellis conducted an experiment at the University of Plymouth, which extended the concept of S-R compatibility to higher-class cognition. In their experiment, the subjects were given two buttons, one on
their left and one on their right, and showed a series of images of familiar objects such as pans and cups of tea. For each image, they were asked to press the left button if the object in the image was upright and the right button if the object had been reversed. However, the objects also differed in their rotation, so that the
handles faced either left or right. The experiment revealed that seeing the handle pointing in one direction, the subjects aimed at reaching with the corresponding hand, which caused deviations in S-R compatibility that affected reaction time; For example, a topic that sees a teapot with a handle showing left took longer to
press the button on the right than a theme that saw the same teapot pointing right. [8] Expectations Previous knowledge and stereotypes play a role in S-R compatibility. If a required response is not consistent with stereotypical knowledge of a stimulus and its typical reactions, even if the person knows the necessary
response to the new situation, compatibility will be low. For example, light switches in the United Kingdom are turned on when they rotate downwards, but light switches in the United States are turned on when they rotate. a native of one country visiting the other will show low S-R compatibility when turning on or off the
lights. As another example, red lights are universally connected to stop and green to go, and a reverse configuration will lead to longer reaction time. [9] S-R application compatibility is an important element in human-computer interaction, as well as software engineering. Programs are easier and more intuitive to use
when user input and program output are S-R-compatible. This would also be an important issue in the physical design of objects ... For example, an electrical device with an on/off switch will be more intuitive if it is designed to meet cultural expectations. In addition, the principles of S-R compatibility are important
considerations for psychology researchers; experiments may need to be tested for the phenomenon. For example, behavioral neuroscience researchers should ensure that a task does not accidentally differ along the dimensions of S-R compatibility. See also Stroop effect Hick's Mental Timemetry Law Simon result
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Psycnet.apa.org Books.google.com Books.google.com Recovered from the Off-Campus Work? Learn about remote access options Conventional studies on emotional meanings have been conducted using semantic differential technique. Although it offers reasonably valid and reliable measures for the connections
between visual stimuli and emotional responses, it depends on subjective evaluation. Thus, this study examined whether the reaction time (RT) of emotional seizures for visual stimuli (color, shape and facial expression) can be an objective indicator of the strength of stimuli-response bonds. The results can be
summarised as follows: (a) the CTs for the evaluation were larger regardless of the type of incentive; (b) the CTs for the activity were smaller, regardless of the type of incentives; and (c) RTs for lightness and sharpness depends on the type of stimulus. These phenomena are consistent with the findings of previous
emotional concept studies, suggesting that KTs for emotional crises may be useful indicators that reflect the strength of the bonds between stimulus properties and emotional significance in various target stimuli and evaluation scales. Renoir's paintings, full of bright light and saturated warm colors, can offer us a sense of
well-being, while Picasso's blue-era paintings, monochromatically painted in shades of blue and blue-green, can bring us a melancholy feel. These examples illustrate two fundamental natures of human emotional (Helson, 1964). First, perceptual stimuli can cause deep emotional reactions. The emotional effects of
perceptual traits are called emotional meanings (Osgood, Suci, &amp; Tannenbaum, 1957), and are often applied to design and art. Second, there is a common tendency, or strong response-binding stimuli, to the formation of emotional significance. A number of studies using the semantic differential technique in
combination with factor analysis have extracted three factors, Evaluation, Activity, and Activity, as the main dimensions of emotional crisis in various stimulus areas (Elliot &amp; Tannenbaum, 1963; Osgood, 1962; Osgood et al., 1957; Oyama, Sama, Tommy, &amp; Tsitziva, 1965. Oyama, Tanaka, &amp; Chiba, 1962;
Tanaka, Oyama, &amp; Osgood, 1963; Scherer, Dan, &amp; Flykt, 2006). Recent brain imaging studies have looked at neural activity or hemodynamic response caused by emotional crisis, and found different patterns of cortical activation between the three emotional factors, suggesting their functional separation at the
cortical level (Scredies, 1998; Suzuki, Gyoba, &amp; Sakuta, 2005). There is growing evidence to suggest that the relationships between these emotional factors and visual stimuli vary depending on the stimulus area. For example, studies using color combinations have revealed that evaluation scores to evaluate two-
color combinations were harder to predict linearly using scores of color components than they were for other emotional factors (Ou, Luo, Woodcock, &amp; Wright, 2004; Oyama, 2003). Similar trends have also been observed for color scheme combinations (Oyama, 2003). These results suggest that the correlations
between evaluation scores and any individual color or shape irritation properties are weak. In contrast, many studies on the emotional concepts of colors have reported a strong stimulus-response commitment to activity. For monochromatic stimuli, Oyama et al. (1962) found that Activity's score is strongly correlated with
nuance in the Munsell color system. In addition, activity evaluation scores for each autochromatic stimulus were found to be good linear predictions of evaluations for dichromate combination stimuli (Ou et al., 2004; Oyama, 2003). The connection of the response to stimulus to Activity varies depending on the type of
visual stimulus. Activity is not always extracted as an independent factor in the emotional significance of visual stimuli (Collier, 1996). A facial expression study exported activity and evaluation as independent dimensions to emotional concepts, but failed to extract potency as a single dimension (Russell, 1980). In the
case of colour, however, potency is an independent factor, and with the brightness of the color (Oyama, 2003). In addition, Oyama and his colleagues (Oyama, 2003; Oyama, Yamada, &amp; Iwasawa, 1998) suggested that the activity be divided into two dimensions, called Lightness (light-heavy) and sharpness (sharp-
blunt). These factors have different trends in terms of both motivation and response engagement. For example, Oyama, Miyano and Yamada (2003) examined between perceptual characteristics of abstract shapes (e.g. complexity, regularity and curvature) of both emotional dimensions and found that sharpness is
closely related to the property of the curve, while lightness has little to do with any of the properties. Regarding the emotional concepts of color combinations, lightness and sharpness were closely related to color and shape, respectively (Kimura, Wada, &amp; Noguchi, 2006; Oyama et al., 1998). To summarize these
studies, which used semantic differential technique in the emotional concepts of different visual stimuli, the robustness of the stimuli-response connection varies between emotional dimensions, and with the type of stimulus, especially in the case of Activity. Semantic differential technique offers reasonably valid and
reliable measures to evaluate subjective emotional responses by extracting emotional factors and their connecting power in areas of motivation. However, this is not enough to reveal the mental processing behind the stimulus-response relationships in shaping emotional dimensions. If the findings resulting from semantic
judgments are supplemented by objective commitment measures to address motivations in emotional crises, they will gain greater experimental validation, as well as provide information on mental processing related to emotional responses. A reasonable objective measure would be reaction time (RT), which is a fast,
comprehensive measure of the speed of non-observable mental processes. RT has been widely used as a measure of the synergical power between stimulus and response (Grice, Nullmeyer, &amp; Spier, 1982; Kimura, Wada, Goto, Tsuzuki, Cai, Oka, &amp; Dan, 2009; Leppänen, Tenhunen, &amp; Hietanen, 2003;
Smith, 1968). In a selection reaction task, RT is considered to be inversely related to the strength of the relevant push-response bonds (Smith, 1968). Recently, RT has become more commonly used as a measure of the difference in processing levels between different stimulus sectors. For example, Leppänen et al.
(2003) and Shah and Lewis (2003) assessed the relationship between facial expressions and emotional meanings, such as happiness and disgust, using RT. In this study, we tested the relative strength of stimulus-response bonds in emotional crises between different visual stimulus areas and emotional dimensions by
measuring RT for emotional crisis. We evaluated stimulus-response connections for stimuli consisting of monochromatic, abstract and schematic facial expressions conventional semantic crisis work, and we measured RTs for emotional crises. We then looked at how RTs differed across the emotional crisis dimension
(Assessment, Activity, Lightness and Sharpness) and Areas. Finally, we investigated whether RT can be an indicator of the power of stimuli-response that bind emotional meanings. Sixteen Japanese participants (six women and ten men aged 19 to 25) naïve for the purpose of the experiment took part. All of them had
normal or corrected-in-normal visual acuity, and passed Ishihara's test for color vision deficiency (Ishihara, 2005). The consent after a full explanation of the study was obtained after a full explanation of the study. The study was approved by the institutional ethics committee of the National Food Research Institute. We
used a total of 72 shapes, which included visual stimuli from three stimulus areas: 36 single colors, 16 abstract shapes, and 20 schematic facial expressions. We chose stimuli to ensure that they are equally distributed throughout the emotional space used in the current study, and referring to previous studies, we used
these visual stimuli as follows. Solid color. Thirty-six color colors mixed from four shades (red, yellow, green, and blue) were used in three levels (low, medium, and high) of brightness and saturation (C1‐C36 in Table 1). These colors vary in basic emotional dimensions (Kimura et al., 2006). Table 1. Single‐color stimuli:
The 36 colors with varying hue, brightness, and saturation used in this study were generated according to ) ID PCCS notation Munsell notation Lv x y Luminance contrast C1 b2 4R 6/12 10.58 .5383 .3386 .088 C2 lt2 4R 8/11.5 12.35 .4278 .3165 .065 C3 p2 4R 8.5/2 12.14 .3031 .2605 .047 C4 v2 4R 4.5/14 6.91 .6326
.3109 .404 C5 d2 4R 4.5/6.5 4.02 .4421 .2946 .653 C6 g2 4R 4/2 1.61 .3430 .3076 .861 C7 dp2 4R 3.5/11.5 2.79 .4555 .3146 .759 C8 dk2 4R 2.5/6 1.45 .3826 .1935 .875 C9 dkg2 4R 2/1.5 .92 .2242 .2657 .921 C10 b8 5Y 8/13 27.03 .4049 .4347 1.330 C11 lt8 5Y 9/11 21.21 .3947 .4071 .828 C12 p8 5Y 9/2 22.65 .3324
.3549 .953 C13 v8 5Y 8/13 30.38 .4177 .5007 1.619 C14 d8 5Y 6/6 7.70 .3872 .4581 .336 C15 g8 5Y 4.5/2 5.46 .2889 .3169 .529 C16 dp8 5Y 6/10.5 11.10 .4551 .4548 .043 C17 dk8 5Y 4/5.5 2.97 .3152 .3045 .744 C18 dkg8 5Y 2.5/1.5 1.96 .3200 .3193 .831 C19 b12 3G 6.5/9 27.51 .2758 .4228 1.372 C20 lt12 3G 8/9
25.10 .2735 .3593 1.164 C21 p12 3G 8.5/2 16.49 .2602 .3228 .422 C22 v12 3G 5.5/11 11.08 .2474 .5604 .045 C23 d12 3G 5/5 4.18 .1657 .4384 .640 C24 g12 3G 4/2 3.85 .2309 .3042 .668 C25 dp12 3G 4/8 2.93 .2260 .3352 .747 C26 dk12 3G 3/4.5 2.19 .2253 .3399 .811 C27 dkg12 3G 2/1.5 1.54 .2949 .4047 .867 C28
b18 3PB 5/9 10.69 .1647 .1257 .078 C29 lt18 3PB 6.5/10 10.55 .2066 .1863 .091 C30 p18 3PB 8/2 13.13 .2348 .2343 .132 C31 v18 3PB 3.5/11.5 4.05 .1461 .0678 .651 C32 d18 3PB 3.5/5.5 4.28 .1825 .1517 .631 C33 g18 3PB 3.5/2 4.33 .2323 .2007 .627 C34 dp18 3PB 2.5/9.5 .77 .1362 .0854 C35 dk18 3PB 2/5 1.15
.2622 .1359 .901 C36 dkg18 3PB 1.5/1.5 .24 .1489 .0588 .979 Note. PPCC = Practical color coordinate system by the Japanese Institute of Color Research. Abstract shape. Sixteen computer-generated abstract line shapes (S1‐S16 in Figure 1) were used. The initial shape of the stimulus consisted of five circles of
sinusoidal waves connected to form a circular shape (S1 in Figure 1). From the basic shape, many variations were produced. The frequency and width of waveforms were varied, and in half of the shape stimuli, the curved lines became straight. Random configurations were introduced at the local waveform frequency and
width in certain shapes (S5‐S8 and S13‐S16; see Oyama, 2003; Oyama et al., 1998). The emotional assessments of these abstract shapes extended widely to general emotional factors (Oyama et al., 1998, 2003). Abstract-shaped stimuli: Sixteen abstract-shaped stimuli with varying acne frequencies, widths and
maximum connectivity were created according to Oyama et al. (1998). These elements have different degrees of shape properties, including complexity (complex-simple), regularity (normal-irregular) and curvature (straight curve). The number below each shape (S1–S16) corresponds to the stimulus code in the appendix.
Facial expression. Twenty schematic line drawings of facial expressions (F1‐F20 in Figure 2) were used. Schematic expressions of emotion, developed by Yamada (1993), can produce various schematic facial expressions by manipulating nine physical parameters. Fourteen facial expression figures, distributed equally
in each quadrant of the three emotional factors (Evaluation, Activity and Activity; Watanabe, Kimura, &amp; Yamada, 2007), were selected. Includes facial expression elements representing the six main emotions: happiness (F5 in Figure 2), surprise (F12), anger (F20), sadness (F17), disgust (F9) and fear (F13)
(Yamada, 1993). A total of 20 figures were used. Facial expression stimuli: The 20 line patterns of facial expression schematics used in this study were produced according to Watanabe, Suzuki, and Yamada (2006), and Yamada (1993). The number below each shape (F1–F20) corresponds to the stimulus code in the
appendix. We got four emotional factors derived from various visual stimuli (Oyama, Takimoto, &amp; Iwasawa, 1993; Oyama et al., 1998): Evaluation, Activity, Lightness, and Sharpness. The last two factors resulted from Activity (Oyama et al., 1998). We chose adjectives as follows: pleasant-unpleasant for Evaluation,
dynamic-static for Activity, light-heavy for Lightness, and sharp-blunt for sharpness. These adjectives were reportedly loads (absolute values greater than 0.75) on all four factors in the previous analytical factor survey using the same types of single-color, abstract, and facial expression elements (Kimura et al., 2006;
Watanabe et al., 2007). Participants considered affect target stimuli using the two-category method: choosing one of the two available adjectives (e.g. choosing pleasant or unpleasant for evaluation crises). We used a personal computer (Dell Dimension 8300) with a 21-inch display (Sony CPD‐G520) to present the
stimuli using E‐Prime 1.1 (Psychology Software Tools, Inc). The displayed target stimuli were almost 8.0 cm × 8.0 cm (4.0 × 4.0 deg arc) in size. The viewing distance between the screen and the rest of the chin was 110 cm. Responses were collected using an E‐Prime serial response box (Psychology Software Tools,
Inc.). The images were displayed against a medium gray background. The experiment was done in a low-light room to reduce visual distractions. Participants' heads were fastened to a rest of the chin. Each participant was asked to observe with binoculars the stimuli presented. In each test, a fastening indicator appeared
in the center of the screen for 1000 ms. After 500 ms of blank screen, a target stimulus occurred in the center of the screen until the crisis. Participants were asked to judge the emotional value of the target incentive using one of the adjectives and press the corresponding button as quickly and accurately as possible.
After the participant's decision, a 2000-ms interval showing a blank screen preceded the start of the next trial. A total of 72 target stimuli were randomly presented in one block. The adjectives used for each block were selected in random order and participants were informed of them at the beginning of each block. Each
participant underwent 576 tests (72 stimuli × 4 adjectives × 2 block repetitions with a reversal of response key assignments). Participants underwent a short pre-experiment practice session. Average scores and standard deviations in reaction time (RT) and the percentage of agreement for each condition are presented in
Table 2 (see also Appendix A for a view of the average RT and their standard deviation for each target stimulus). Table 2. Average scores and standard deviations in reaction time and agreement rate for each area of visual stimuli and emotional factor Reaction time (ms) Intterrial agreement rate (%) M SD Single color
rating 920.5 159.2 66.3 Activity 769.2 71.2 78.8 Lightness 767.5 93.9 78.5 Sharpness 838 .5 5 103.7 81.4 Abstract figure assessment 1015.5 104.6 65.6 Activity 806.0 60.9 80.1 Lightness 1087.2 2 2 1 1087.2 1 135.6 66.8 Sharpness 788.7 105.9 89.8 Facial expression assessment 933.4 239.8 86.6 Activity 795.6 9 105.1
83.8 Lightness 1172.0 151.1 66.9 Sharpness 963.2 99.0 76.9 To examine whether CTs reflect the soundness of the links in emotional decisions, we calculated the product-moment pearson correlation between mean and standard deviation deviation RTs. Because the average RT and RT standard deviation increase
when work difficulty increases (Wagenmakers &amp; Brown, 2007), it was expected that a strong correlation between visual stimulus and emotional judgments would be observable not only with overall fast RTs, but also with fewer variations between RTs. In addition, we calculated the correlation between RT and the
percentage of intterrial agreement of emotional decisions. In our experiment, the percentage of the agreement was calculated for each stimulus using the following equation: the percentage of the intertrial agreement = the number of participants who had the same judgments for a stimulus between two tests/ the total
number of participants. The degree of agreement of emotional decisions for the same goal between trials represented the accuracy of the decisions. A negative correlation between RT and the percentage of the intterrial agreement in response (i.e., a strong correlation between stimulus and emotional crisis would allow a
response with a lower RT and higher deal rate) could be interpreted as further evidence that RT's emotional crisis reflects the strength of the bonds between stimulus properties and emotional concepts. We calculated the correlation between RT's mean and standard deviations separately from each incentive sector. As a
result, we found significant positive and moderately strong correlations for monochrome, r = .49, t(142) = 6.73, p &lt; .01, abstract shape, r = .50, t(62) = 4.54, p &lt; .05, and facial expression, r = .78, t(78) = 10.87, p &lt; .01, (Figure 3). Similarly, we also calculated the correlation between RT (average value for all
participants, which includes participants who had both consistent and inconsistent judgments about a stimulus between two trials) and the percentage of intterial agreement of emotional decisions in relation to each individual stimulus area. As a result, we identified significant negative associations for monochrome, r =
−.59, t(142) = 8.49, p &lt; .01, and abstract shape, r = −.23, t(62) = 2.09, p &lt; .05, but not for facial expression, r = −.16, t(78) = 1.24, n.s. (Figure 4). The correlation between the mean and standard deviations of reaction time (RT) for a) monochrome, b) abstract shape and c) facial expression. The correlation between
reaction time (RT) and the percentage of intterrial agreement of emotional decisions for (a) monochrome, (b) abstract shape and (c) facial expression. Based on the accuracy of the decisions, we also categorized the intterrial agreement of decisions for each stimulus into three categories: consistent positive response (a
positive judgment, e.g., pleasing to evaluate, given twice in the two tests), consistent negative response, and inconsistent response. Several excluded from these analyses because they had no response to one of the three categories of responses (e.g. a particular participant had consistent positive and inconsistent
responses, but no consistent negative response for a stimulus in an incentive area). Thus, the analyses mentioned here are based on the remaining 13 participants in monochrome color, 8 participants in abstract shape and 13 participants in facial expression. To examine the relationship between the accuracy of the
emotional response and RT, a one-way ANOVA with the intterrial agreement of decisions as a factor within the participant was carried out in RT for each incentive area (Figure 5). The results revealed significant implications of intertrial agreement of decisions in all areas of stimulus, monochrome: F(2, 24) = 11.51, p &lt;
.01, abstract shape: F(2, 14) = 4.78, p &lt; .05, and facial expression: F(2, 24) = 7.60, p &lt; .01. Tests of simple main effect using the honestly significant tukey difference (HSD) test showed that KTs for consistent positive and consistent-negative responses were smaller than those for inconsistent responses to the
expression of a color and face, both ps &lt; .05. The test of simple main results also showed that the KTs for consistent positive responses were smaller than those for inconsistent abstract responses, p &lt; .05. Effect of average reaction time (RT) on each term of the intertrial agreement for a) monochrome, (b) abstract
shape and (c) facial expression. Error bars indicate standard errors (n = 13, 8, 13, respectively). CNR = constant negative response; CPR = consistent positive response; IR = inconsistent response. In order to clarify whether the emotional dimension affected the CTs differently in each stimulus area, a recurring ANOVA
measure with an emotional dimension, such as the factor within the participants, was carried out in RT (Table 2). Significant effects of emotional dimension were observed in monochrome, F(3, 45) = 6,58, p &lt; .01, op2 = .18, abstract shape, F(3, 45) = 15.89, p &lt; .01, op2 = .41, and facial expression, F(3, 45) = 12.53, p
&lt; .01, ap2 = 35. Further post hoc statistical analysis (Tukey's HSD tests) showed that the KTs for activity and lightness were smaller than those for evaluation in one color, ps &lt; .05. Also, the RTs for activity and sharpness were smaller than those for evaluation and lightness in abstract shape, ps &lt; .05. The RTs for
lightness were longer than those for other emotional dimensions in facial expression, ps &lt; .05. In this study, we aimed to explore the relationship between RT's emotional crises and the relative strength of the bonds between the different visual areas of stimulation and and Dimensions. Previous studies that looked at
the emotional concepts of visual stimuli have tried to evaluate subjective emotional reactions by extracting emotional factors and their binding power in stimulus areas (Kimura et al., 2006; Oyama, 2003; Oyama et al., 1998). In contrast, several studies have shown that RT could be an indicator of the synergical power
between stimulus and responses to perceptual and cognitive tasks (Grice et al., 1982; Kimura et al., 2009; Leppänen et al., 2003; Smith, 1968? Wolfe, 1998). If the findings resulting from perceptual and cognitive judgments had been supplemented with CTs for emotional crises, these studies would have had greater
experimental validation. These results demonstrate that CTs for emotional crises partly reflect the strength of the bonds between motivational properties and emotional dimensions in each stimulus area. These results suggest that RT would be useful in assessing links to address motivation not only in perceptual and
cognitive crises, but also in emotional crises. First, we will discuss whether RT reflects the robustness of stimulus-response bonds in emotional decisions. We found that the average CTs had moderately positive correlations with the typical deviations of CTs, and moderately negative correlations with the intterial
agreement of responses in each stimulus area. In addition, analyses of the intterrial agreement of decisions showed that the consistency of responses between the two RT-related tests for emotional crises, regardless of the motivational area, with less PT for consistent responses than for inconsistent responses. These
results suggest that responses with smaller KTs represent moderately higher stability and accuracy with little individual difference between KTs in emotional crises, suggesting that KTs partly reflect the strength of bonds to address motivation in emotional crises. Analyses of the intterrial agreement of decisions also
showed that there were no differences between continuous positive and continuous negative responses in all stimulus areas. These results are not consistent with previous studies showing that emotional value (positive versus negative affection) affects RT for emotional crises. For example, leppänen et al. (2003) proved
that selection-reaction times were faster for positive (happy) than for negative (disgusted/angry) facial expressions. One possible reason may be the differences between the stimuli used in the experiments. In this study, visual stimuli were selected to ensure that equally throughout the space, and therefore included
stimuli that had neutral stimuli in emotional dimensions, while the stimuli used by Leppänen et al. (2003) were clearly distinctly distinct happy and disgusted. In our experimental settings, it is difficult to provide a rigorous analysis of the relationship between emotional value and RT, because it is impossible to process
neutral crises from positive/negative judgments to this result (e.g. positive judgements for the rating factor may include not only pleasant but also not unpleasant judgments). Thus, further research may be needed using techniques that could assess not only two alternative emotional crises, but also a neutral judgment
(i.e., modified versions of the go/no-go association project) in order to clarify whether emotional value affects RT in emotional crises for each area of motivation and an emotional factor. Several studies have discussed that smaller RTs in decisions are associated with greater stability of decisions in perception and
cognition (Fazio, Sanbonmatsu, Powell, &amp; Kardes, 1986; Luce, 1986; Smith, 1968). In addition, both the accuracy and RT of responses are used as measures for stimulation-response commitments to cognitive judgments, with greater accuracy of responses interpreted as an indication of strong stimulus-response
bonds (Lamote, Hermans, Baeyens, &amp; Eeleen, 2004). The current results, which show a moderately strong negative correlation between RT and the percentage of intertrial agreement in responses, a measure of response accuracy, are consistent with these characteristics of cognitive judgment, and show RT's
potential for assessing stimulus-response bonds not only in perceptual and cognitive judgments, but also in emotional crises. Traditionally, measuring the bonds for responding to emotional crises depends on participants' scores, most often measured using the bipolar scale semantic difference (Osgood et al., 1957).
These results show that RT's emotional judgment allows us to provide further, objective, experimental validation for subjective emotional responses by extracting emotional factors and binding their power in areas of stimulus. Moreover, RT on emotional decisions can be a useful measure of links to deal with motivations
in emotional decisions, because this indicator applies not only to evaluation tasks, but also to categorical decisions with various emotional dimensions, regardless of the positive negative effects of the effects. This means that through RT we can conclude commitments to deal with motivation in emotional decisions
independent of scales of emotional responses. On the contrary, we have to assume that other also affect RT for emotional crises, because the low correlation factors (approximately 0.5) mentioned above are not an adequate explanation of RT variance. For example, the correlation between RT and the percentage of the
intterrial agreement of emotional crises varies depending on the area of motivation: the negative correlation coefficient was higher for monochrome colors and lower for facial expressions. Therefore, it should be borne in mind that the magnitude of the effect of links to motivate RT in emotional crises varies depending on
the different areas of visual stimuli. According to the effect of emotional factors on RT in each stimulus area, the KTs measured in the current study were consistent with previous studies. For example, evaluation tests were larger than those for activity decisions in monochrome and abstract shape, revealing a high
correlation between activity scores and motivational properties, and a low correlation between evaluation scores and any properties of stimuli in emotional crises of color and abstract stimuli (Ou et al., 2004; Oyama, 2003; Oyama et al., 1962, 2003). On the other hand, there was no significant difference in assessment
and activity tests for facial expression. These results also confirm that pleasant-unpleasant (Evaluation) is a basic and powerful dimension, the same as the stimulation dimension (Activity) (Ogawa, Takehara, Monchi, Fukui, &amp; Suzuki, 1999; Russell, 1980, Russell &amp; Mehrabian, 1977). The RTs for lightness and
sharpness judgements, which are complementary halves of activity, were different depending on the visual field. For abstract shape, RTs decisions about lightness were longer, while those for sharpness decisions were among the shortest, along with those for activity decisions. These results are consistent with previous
findings that sharpness is closely related to the convex property of abstract shapes and that lightness is not associated with any of the shape properties (Oyama et al., 2003). For monochromatic stimuli, the judgment on Lightness was as brief as that for Activity, suggesting a strong link between color brightness and
lightness in their emotional processing (Oyama et al., 2003). These results also support previous findings on the emotional concepts of color-shape combinations: color and shape contribute mainly to the formation of lightness and sharpness factors, respectively (Kimura et al., 2006; Oyama et al., 1998). For facial
expression stimuli, the RTs for the lightness crisis were long, suggesting a weak link between facial expression properties and lightness factors. Previous studies on the recognition of emotion in the expressions of have consistently revealed the independence of evaluation and activity dimensions, while the dimension
associated with potency has not always been exported as an independent and powerful emotional dimension (Russell &amp; Mehrabian, 1977; Shaver, Schwartz, Kirson, &amp; O'Conner, 1987). Overall, the various RT scores for the the judgements for the three visual areas suggest that the stimulation-response
connections to these emotional factors are incoherent, depending on the areas of stimuli. The visual stimuli used in the current study were selected from previous research using semantic differential technique in the emotional concepts of visual stimuli. Therefore, stimuli could not be systematically controlled for
perceptual properties, the intensity of emotional meanings caused by the appearance of each visual stimuli, and the number of stimuli for each visual field. These limitations of the nature of stimuli prevented us from comparing KTs for emotional crises right between the three areas of motivation. To clarify whether the
stimulus field has an interactive effect with emotional factors for PT for emotional crises, further experiments are needed that closely control stimuli for their simple detection times. In conclusion, this study has shown that KTs for emotional crises partly reflect the strength of the bonds between the properties of stimulus
and emotional dimensions in each stimulus area. Our results are not only consistent in principle with predictions of the emotional concept of visual perception based on previous studies, but provide further evidence of behavior on various stimulus-response connections in emotional crises between visual stimulus areas.
ID Evaluation Activity Lightness Sharpness M SD M SD M SD M SD Single color C1 956.8 377.5 809.9 365.2 695.0 185.9 803.9 185.8 C2 1221.9 1066.0 687.5 231.2 637.9 155.9 792.6 281.1 C3 934.8 317.4 706.3 145.0 658.7 243.8 971.6 400.4 C4 900.8 282.0 789.5 268.1 844.3 474.8 887.4 174.0 C5 983.7 471.1
772.5 337.6 631.0 165.8 748.9 192.5 C6 954.2 452.8 700.4 195.9 661.4 196.9 954.1 765.0 C7 943.1 415.5 783.9 393.1 885.3 390.1 781.8 202.5 C8 1084.9 514.6 769.9 309.3 767.3 169.6 902.8 562.1 C9 885.6 265.0 734.5 290.8 926.8 454.6 932.5 407.2 C10 771.8 121.0 719.8 244.2 784.6 422.4 970.1 611.6 C11
878.9 269.4 769.0 430.3 747.2 488.4 876.9 322.6 C12 769.8 238.4 708.1 219.6 704.6 336.8 784.9 241.7 C13 931.7 230.1 862.4 276.9 842.1 423.9 941.6 233.4 C14 905.5 469.9 734.2 265.1 663.0 272.7 769.6 289.6 C15 1131.1 470.2 876.1 618.0 737.0 315.3 757.6 294.4 C16 877.6 186.1 726.2 287.6 757.2 339.1
793.3 253.4 C17 976.8 408.7 922.1 518.9 802.6 389.5 684.3 150.6 C18 959.6 312.2 779.3 581.7 780.7 230.2 823.8 253.9 C19 941.8 298.7 700.9 248.9 914.9 466.1 916.5 316.9 C20 817.0 221.8 737.9 255.6 634.3 284.1 821.4 210.5 C21 908.8 347.3 733.7 284.7 844.8 402.8 1003.5 356.0 C22 988.5 407.8 692.5 282.8
794.9 252.6 909.3 415.4 C23 1050.4 404.2 746.3 274.1 635.6 131.0 728.8 231.9 C24 997.2 819.1 395.9 795.5 367.5 922.5 682.4 C25 1021.5 483.3 647.6 187.3 930.8 468.2 857.5 340.2 C26 730,0 201,9 740,7 279,8 643,5 166,0 736,5 145,5 C27 824,8 331,8 908,9 627,5 834,6 292,6 834,7 267,6 267,6 785.9 256.8
733.8 309.6 930.4 674.7 758.9 227.5 C29 937.2 273.5 763.0 600.3 645.5 266.1 1042.2 1063.8 C30 889.0 292.7 893.0 487.0 755.6 536.2 939.0 455.0 C31 922.9 256.2 786.8 239.2 814.0 250.7 963.2 330.4 C32 862.9 250.3 771.1 298.3 812.4 570.1 644.6 112.8 C33 1668.0 362.3 944.6 521.6 700.9 276.9 642.2 177.6
C34 780.3 178.5 661.4 231.4 758.9 439.0 757.8 210.2 C35 935.5 434.0 765.1 381.5 919.7 394.8 662.1 155.7 C36 816.9 292.8 792.7 336.7 738.3 294.0 866.7 253.6 Abstract‐shape S1 866.0 299.6 853.3 339.5 838.2 376.6 699.1 145.5 S2 868.8 204.0 834.6 205.1 947.2 376.0 761.4 173.1 S3 961.5 422.6 907.4 304.9
941.4 384.8 828.1 273.3 S4 856.6 281.9 797.9 287.9 919.1 453.1 702.0 177.8 S5 1271.0 448.7 801.8 335.0 995.8 454.1 827.2 393.1 S6 1082.5 508.7 895.0 343.3 1142.2 405.7 716.1 171.3 S7 1017.1 478.9 789.4 312.9 1178.9 830.6 744.3 179.8 S8 1024.6 620.6 868.4 310.6 1019.4 338.3 736.8 263.0 S9 1104.1 729.6
840.0 314.6 1252.3 837.7 886.3 264.2 S10 1040.4 367.4 770.6 363.8 1110.9 470.6 731.3 273.0 S11 1080.5 452.7 789.9 319.1 1146.5 579.1 1001.3 477.5 S12 1090.5 500.7 800.5 519.9 1119.1 376.3 597.1 126.0 S13 1043.8 447.1 727.8 279.4 1293.0 667.2 984.4 459.2 S14 903.8 213.9 652.5 163.9 1029.3 200.5 703.3
146.0 S15 1045.8 468.5 799.0 300.7 1133.1 443.8 883.9 283.2 S16 990.5 307.8 768.1 216.7 1329.1 707.4 816.8 363.0 Schematic facial expression F1 775.1 173.0 700.3 219.8 1088.6 551.2 967.3 381.4 F2 871.8 352.0 735.7 262.3 968.2 367.7 970.0 358.1 F3 867.3 349.9 689.3 156.1 1095.9 600.8 1017.5 350.9 F4
1046.6 1191.4 732.5 258.4 1070.8 479.9 1006.0 377.3 F5 905.9 357.8 655.9 123.3 976.2 337.3 935.8 307.7 F6 1269.7 882.7 965.9 484.1 1286.2 575.3 1201.8 729.3 F7 1908.0 344.4 886.9 368.3 1001.2 343.4 1044.1 350.6 F8 1051.0 306.8 874.4 279.5 1261.8 601.1 959.3 235.3 F9 912.3 256.4 905.2 573.5 1331.0
470.0 955.0 285.8 F10 915.5 376.4 722.6 156.6 1237.4 347.4 880.8 227.7 F11 964.1 321.4 652.6 184.7 1132.1 290.5 998.7 323.9 F12 1081.1 415.4 667.8 194.7 1108.8 328.9 877.4 177.8 F13 1009.5 387.2 956.5 426.4 1307.9 431.6 943.2 400.0 F14 997.7 344.4 808.1 450.9 1569.6 1219.1 1070.4 616.7 F15 793.1
192.5 920.5 299.3 1073.1 356.8 1049.6 782.4 F16 872.8 296.9 849.4 380.7 1070.8 379.4 1056.8 727.5 F17 870.5 266.6 888.9 362.0 1028.4 332.4 862.4 173.3 F18 846.9 683.3 876.6 243.1 1385.5 957.8 900.3 365.5 F19 911.2 265.7 752.7 325.3 1229.0 535.3 831.9 221.5 F20 828,1 261,8 676,1 187,3 1216,7 757,4
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